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Review by Jeffrey Barlow, Editor, Interface.

A reader will sometimes encounter a book—perhaps many books—which he or she does not like. It is rare, however, to encounter a book that actively dislikes the reader. Terminal is just such a book.

But for those interested in the many portrayals of the impact of the Internet found in fiction, Terminal, and several of Andrew Vachss' other works, are instructive. They are also highly educational, in the sense in which watching an auto wreck or viewing an autopsy is also no doubt educational. But to find them entertaining requires entering a dark world of suffering and despair, with no expectation of leaving refreshed. Though in a very literal sense, the reader might find him or herself recreated.

Andrew Vachss is, if judged solely by the number of his published works, a highly successful author—so successful that he now makes some of his works available free as downloadable files on the Internet [1]. He is also a noted attorney who once edited The New England Law Review and has been a part of several landmark cases [2]. In addition, he is a passionate defender of children’s rights and a practicing counselor who has worked in a wide variety of correctional institutions and programs [3]. As impressive as these achievements are, they do not begin to indicate the full range of his accomplishments or his complexity.

The world he has consistently created in his fiction, featuring his anti-hero Burke and the criminalized anti-heroes whose lives revolve around him, is more than dark. It is thoroughly depressing; each character is inevitably stamped with some dreadful human shortcoming, ranging from spectacular physical handicaps, an inability to live within the confines of his or her original gender, compulsive criminality, outright insanity or a love for murder and mayhem, which is briefly, occasionally, and quite incidentally bent toward committing good. These individuals live, one and all, off the grid, outside society. They live as an extended family, to Burke the most precious of human social organizations. The enemies of family are often described as “freaks.” Of this antagonism Burke says: “To me the freaks are a Tribe. Anytime I take one from them, that’s one for us.” [4]
In this hell of omnipresent and threatening violence, only the young are truly innocent. Burke is, of course, more than disinterested in earning anything resembling an honest living—to Burke, and perhaps to Vachss, the honest and socially successful are at best complicit in the continuing crimes perpetrated against the weak and disadvantaged. Burke’s career consists of preying on those who prey on others, particularly racists, child-abusers, pimps and pushers, or other exploiters of the weak.

The tool of choice for such exploiters is the Internet. It began to feature in Vachss’ earlier works as the sewer through which child pornography and other forms of malevolence and evil routinely slither.

Those who use the Internet as an evil tool must, of course, be fought by those who use it, however incidentally, for good. In Terminal, for example, we meet the “nephew” who was abused by his parents to the point where he has lost all emotion—he does however, love animals and plans to protect them by eliminating humans [5]. He is also designing a game based on the World of Warcraft, which is succinctly explained, in which the goal of each player—all of whom hate each other—is to destroy the game world itself, taking down the virtual wealth and identities carefully built up over years of play. The winner gets the pleasure of this ultimate act of virtual annihilation.

The nephew gives Burke access to one of his casual projects, a memory stick/flash drive which, when placed in a USB port, instantly and totally recodes every system in the computer to which it is connected. When asked why he built this infernal machine, this geek from hell replies: “To hurt things…as if that was the only sensible answer to any question.” [6]

Terminal is not, it must be apparent, an easy read. At many points the narrator, Burke, steps aside and addresses the reader:

You know why we hate you? Not because you don’t know what we know, but because, even if you did, you wouldn’t give a damn.
So I’m sitting here, waiting to commit extortion, and planning a lot worse. I’m what you’d call a career criminal. That’s why I’ll never be you. And I’m proud of it [7].

Burke, like Vachss we must assume, is totally uninterested in questions we examine at Interface, such as which aspects of the Internet are positive ones and which negative, and how we can then improve upon the negative so as to realize its full promise. The author’s rage at the exploitation of children in particular is such that no possible good can outweigh the Internet’s calamitous consequences [8]. To Burke, if not to Vachss—who after all has his own web pages—the Internet is a tool of fallen humanity, and like us, will only do evil in any foreseeable future.

Endnotes

[2] See, for example, the material on the Robert Lewis case at: http://www.vachss.com/downloads.html


[8] For the range of Vachss’ opinions on this issue, see interview excerpts at: http://www.vachss.com/av_interviews.html
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